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Highlights

Idea2PoC Calls
180 startups funded
INR 4,218 Lakh given in Grants

710 Certified Startups

Incentives
9 claims
INR 8.48 Lakh disbursed

Grand Challenges
17 Ideas funded
INR 124 Lakh given in Grants

283 NAIN projects funded

INR 483 Lakh given in Financial Support

19 NAIN colleges supported
We take immense pride in our startups becoming successful! Here are a few stories to give you a glimpse of where you could probably be as a startup one day! All the best!!

**Chronosphere**

**URL:** [https://www.mitter.io/#](https://www.mitter.io/#)

Watsapp, FB messenger and other messaging applications have changed the way consumer expects the product or the service to be developed and delivered. However, many businesses are yet to keep up with the rapid shift in technology and consumer expectations. The proposed solution with APIs and SDKs developers and enterprises is poised to build messaging service or add chat into the applications, hastening the process and customizing it to suit the aforesaid business need.

**More coming up!**

- Elevate 2018! With Mulit-city pitches